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The selected button is highlighted. After all the files are scanned in one pass, normal play resumes. Displaying the POI icons 3. You can input up to
20 characters. The button becomes dimmed. To review the route to the previous destination or starting point tns510 sd card fast- forward mode.
To select desired screen configuration, touch one of the following buttons. Input the postal code 4. Touch the button of the desired town name.
The previous screen will be displayed. Use the software keyboard to input the device name. Input the postal code.

Toyota TNS 510 User Manual
For more information on the limitations of the system, refer to pages 248 through 249. TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION TNS 510... Do
not allow other permission from Toyota Motor Europe. Orientation of the map.............. Example of navigation system operation........ Starting
route from adjacent road........... ® Talk on the Bluetooth phone............ ® Change the settings of the Bluetooth phone......... ® Set a Bluetooth
phone.............. Audio system operating hints............. Map database information and updates.......... E1001GS Read and follow the instructions.
On certain letter entry screens, letters can be entered in upper or lower case. Up to 106 memory points can be registered. If there is an attempt to
register more than 106, a message appears for confirmation. To select desired screen configuration, touch one of the following buttons. Changing
the map scale 2. Displaying the POI icons 3. The screen returns to the dual map screen. When the map scale is at the maximum range of 500 km
300 miles , not shown. When the map scale is at theminimum range of 50 m 50 yards , is not shown. A red arrow indicates North. Select the
destination from the displayed list. INFORMATION It is possible to change the route. When there are four or fewer database items, these items
are displayed in a list. The icon, quick access, name, location, and phone number can be changed. Touch the button indicating the country to select
a search area. Touch the button indicating the country to select a search area. Input the house number. If the house number list screen appears, an
address range on that screen can be selected. After inputting a street name, the screen may change to the screen for inputting a house number or a
street map. When inputting the name of a specific Point of Interest, and there are two or more sites with the same name, the list screen is displayed.
Input the town name 2. Select from the nearest 5 towns 3. Input the postal code 4. Input the town name. Touch the button of the desired town
name. Touch the button of the desired town name from the displayed list. Input the postal code. If the navigation has never been used, no towns
will be displayed on the screen. Touch the button of the desired postal code from the displayed list. Releasing the finger from the arrow will stop
the scrolling. The selected category icon appears on the top left of the screen. The screen changes and displays the map location of the selected
destination and the road preference. INFORMATION The list of previous destinations can be deleted. Touch the button of the desired item. After
inputting the two intersecting streets, the screen changes and displays the map location of the selected destination and the road preference. If a
traffic sign on the road has been changed, the route guidance may provide wrong information. After you travel by ferry, the current vehicle position
may be incorrect. Upon reception of GPSsignals, it is automatically corrected. The route guidance may provide wrong information such as the
direction of a one way street. However, when the vehicle is not on the guidance route, the distance is the linear distance between the current
position and the destination. Select the destination in the order of arrival by touching the destination button. Reordered number of arrival is
displayed on the right side of the screen. Touch the destination for deletion. A message appears to confirm the request to delete. See pages 70 and
73. Select the desired road preference by touching the button. When searching for a route, the system will avoid routes when the indicator is off.
To change the displayed POI, see page 104. The system will list the points within 30 km 20 miles. Touch the button of the desired Point of
Interest. The selected Points of Interest are displayed on the map screen. See pages 70 and 73. The point which you choose is displayed on the
map screen. To review the route to the previous destination or starting point in fast- forward mode. To indicate the previous destination or starting
point. The screen will change to the current INFORMATION position map with route guidance. The screen will change to the current 4E5002G
position map with route guidance. The confirmation screen will be displayed. Enter the location in the same way as for a destination search. Touch
the desired memory point button. Touch the desired sound icon. The bell sounds only when the vehicle approaches this point in the direction that
has been set. Touch the button to be deleted. Enter the location in the same way as for a destination search. Enter the location in the same way as
for a destination search, or display the map of the area to be avoided. Perform the operation again after deleting unnecessary points. The previous
screen will be displayed. The previous screen will be displayed. Touch the items to be set. The previous screen will be displayed. Touch the button
to be turned off. The button becomes dimmed. The selected button is highlighted. The selected button is highlighted. Touch the desired time zone.
The selected button is highlighted. The selected button is highlighted. The selected button is highlighted. The selected button is highlighted. Touch
the desired button. Touch the eight directional touch- screen button to move the cursor to the desired point on the map. The message appears and
the quick distance calibration automatically started. A few seconds later, a map screen will be displayed. The screen returns to the previous screen

to display the selected station. K, the screen below appears. Touch the desired road name from the list. All traffic information which the system
can receive from RDS-TMC station is displayed, regardless of the guidance route. When the vehicle needs to be serviced, the touch-screen button
colour will change to orange. Touch the eight directional touch- screen button to move the cursor alphanumeric keys. Up to 24 letters can be
entered. The previous screen will be displayed. The previous screen will be displayed. Enter the number using numeral keys. The previous screen
will be displayed. A screen similar to the destination search screen appears. Search the same way as searching a destination. To cancel the keys.
The period from January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2027 can be set for searching. The temperature indoor may be possible in some cases.
Making a traffic noise. This system doesn't have a charging function. You can initialize the following data in the system. When the connection is
completed, this screen is displayed. You do not need to enter the phone in case of using the same one. E5009GS When the connection is
completed, this screen is displayed. Now you can use the Bluetooth phone. Reconnect it by the following methods. You can register up to 1000
numbers. Select the desired number from the list. Select the desired number from the 1. Select the desired number from the list. Touch the desired
number to call. For the operation of the phone, see the manual that comes with your cellular phone. You can register the phone number and the
code number in the phonebook. E5006GS You can change the settings of the phone. Touch the desired button to send a tone. Select the data you
want to register. Touch the touch-screen button you want to delete. Use the software keyboard to input the name. Use the software keyboard to
input the name. Touch the touch-screen button you want to edit. Touch the touch-screen button you want to delete. Adjusting the other party's
voice. The message displayed upper side of the screen. You can only operate the steering switch. Select the group you want to transfer 5E5373G
3. Touch the desired touch-screen button to edit the phonebook. When this screen is displayed, the transfer is completed. Use the software
keyboard to input the name. Select the desired icon. Select the data you want to add log data to. Select the desired group. Touch the desired
touch-screen button. Select the data you want to edit. Select the desired data. Touch the desired touch-screen button. Select the deleting method.
Deleting all the phone data in group. Deleting all the phone data. Select the desired group. Select the desired icon. Select the group you want to
register. Use the software keyboard to input the name. Select the group you want to delete the name of. When the result message is displayed, you
E5009GS can use the Bluetooth phone. When you complete confirming it,.. You cannot change it. Use the software keyboard to input the device
name. Input a passcode with 4 - 8 digits. Select the telephone you want to display the information about. The selected screen appears. Plug a
portable audio device into this For details, see pages 189, 195, 198, port to play in AUX mode. For details, 207, 220 and 233. For details, see
page 186. CD slot Insert a disc for the CD player into this slot. For details, see page 193. Changing modes DAB, CDCH, Bluetooth audio, iPod,
SD, USB, or AUX ® is not possible unless they are connected. Equalizer system EQ : The equalizer system consists of three different preset
equalizer modes. For details, refer to the CD changer owner's manual. For details, see page 229. To change the preset station to a different one,
follow the same procedure. The preset station memory is cancelled when the power source is interrupted by battery disconnection or a blown fuse.
The tuner will automatically seek a station that regularly broadcasts traffic information and the station broadcasts when the traffic information
program starts. If the TP signal is halted for 20 seconds after the TP mode was set, the radio will seek another TP station automatically. A disc can
then be inserted. After insertion, the set disc is automatically loaded. If the label faces down, the disc cannot be played. When you release the
button, the CD player will resume playing. If a CD-TEXT disc is inserted, the title of the disc and track will be displayed. Up to 16 letters can be
displayed. If this button is touched when the last page of the list is displayed, the top page is displayed. After all the folders are scanned in one
After all the files are scanned in one pass, pass, normal play resumes. When the folder is finished, the CD player will automatically go back to the
beginning of the folder and play the folder again. If the malfunction is not rectified: Take your vehicle to authorized Toyota dealer or repairer and
most auto parts stores or another qualified professional. For details, see page 203. While the map SD memory card is removed, the navigation
system cannot be used. Insert an SD memory card. After insertion, the set SD memory card is automatically loaded. Push the SD memory card
lightly to remove it. The SD memory card will be ejected. An SD memory card can then be inserted. Plug a USB memory device into the port.
After insertion, the set USB memory device is automatically loaded. Unplug the USB memory device. The USB memory device will be ejected. A
USB memory device can then be 3. If this button is touched when the last page of the list is displayed, the top page is displayed. After all the files
are scanned in one pass, normal play resumes. If the malfunction is not rectified: Take higher your vehicle to authorized Toyota dealer or repairer
and most auto parts stores or another qualified professional. Empty Full It is not displayed while the Bluetooth ® not connected. The amount left
does not always corres pond with the one on your portable player. This system does not have a charging function. INFORMATION Auto
Bluetooth connect may not be ® available for certain portable players, which must be connected manually. When you release the button, the
player will resume playing. Although you can register up to two portable players in the system, only one portable player can function at a time. Use
the software keyboard to input the device name. You can input up to 20 characters. This may hinder driving or lead to traffic accidents. If this
happens, use the power source battery of the portable audio device. Played back audio from the portable audio device is output from the
speakers. Disconnect all iPod accessories with the exception of the remote control. As soon as the iPod is connected, its power is automatically
turned on. Store away from direct sunlight when not in use. When you release the button, the player will resume playing from that position. When
you release the button, the player will resume playing. Touch the desired mode on the Music menu screen. Touch the applicable touch-screen
button to select the music file to be played back. Albums can be listened to randomly. However music files in albums are played back from the first
music file. This results in static. In order to achieve a reasonable level of sound quality, discs, SD memory card and USB memory device recorded
with a bit rate of at least 128 kbps are recommended. Copy-protected CDs ü CAUTION CD player uses an invisible laser beam which could
cause hazardous radiation exposure if directed outside the unit. Be sure to operate the player correctly. Do not use Dual Disc because it may cause
damage to 6E5A09 the player. Store them in their plastic cases away from moisture, heat, and direct sunlight. Each folder must contain fewer than
8 hierarchies. Most window tinting contains some metallic content that will interfere with GPS signal reception. We advise against the use of
window tinting on vehicles equipped with navigation systems. Contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer and most auto parts stores or
another qualified professional, for information about the availability and pricing of an update. Confirm the covered area on the screen. Contact any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer and most auto parts stores or another qualified professional, to find out if there is a more recent update
available.
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When you release the button, the player will resume playing. Enter the location in the same way as for a destination search. ® Set a Bluetooth

phone. Unplug the USB memory device. The screen changes and displays tns510 sd card map location of the selected destination and the road
preference. When the map scale is at the maximum range of 500 km 300 milesnot shown. After all the files are scanned in one pass, normal play
resumes. Select the data you want to register. The route guidance may provide wrong information such as the direction of a one way street. Be
sure to operate the player correctly. The bell sounds only when the vehicle approaches this point in the direction that has been set. See pages 70
and 73. Input the postal code 4. Select the deleting method. Touch the button of the desired town name from the displayed list.
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The screen will change to the current INFORMATION position map with route guidance. Enter the location in the same way as for tns510 sd
card destination search, or display the map of the area to be avoided. Touch the button of the desired town name. The screen returns to the dual
map screen. Contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer and most auto parts stores or another qualified professional, for information about
the availability and pricing of an update. Select the desired data. The screen returns to the previous screen to display the selected station. When
inputting the name of a specific Point of Interest, and there are two or more sites with the same name, the list screen is displayed. If this button is
touched when the last page of the list is displayed, the top page is displayed.
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To review the route to the previous destination or starting point in fast- forward mode. Select the destination in the order of arrival by touching the
destination button. You can register the phone number and the code number in the phonebook.

Touch the desired button. Touch the desired touch-screen button to edit the phonebook. After insertion, the set disc is automatically loaded.
Tns510 sd card you release the button, the player will resume playing from that position. Contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer and
most auto parts stores or another qualified professional, for information about the availability and pricing of an update. When the map scale is at the
maximum range of 500 km 300 milesnot shown. After insertion, the set SD memory card is automatically loaded. Most window tinting contains
some metallic content that will interfere with GPS signal reception. For details, see page 186.

